
Chapter 1: Blockbusters 

The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson 
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Teaching notes  

 Divide the class into two teams, each assigned with a different colour.  The aim is for a team 

to make a connecting line from one side of the grid to the other, (left to right or right to 

left.)  The first team to do so wins the game. 

 You could shade in the hexagons of questions answered correctly with the IWB pen to keep 

track of scores/progress.  The teams should try to block each other with the hexagons they 

choose. 

 If a team answers a question incorrectly, the question should be transferred to the opposing 

team. 

B What B does Enfield suspect Hyde has done to the man who signed the cheque?  Blackmail. 

L What L is Utterson’s occupation?  Lawyer. 

T What T is the act that Hyde has committed towards the young girl?  Trample. 

N 
What N do the angry crowd surrounding Hyde threaten to ruin if he does not make amends for 
what he has done to the young girl?  His name. 

W What W describes Enfield and Utterson’s strolls?  Weekly. 

J 
What J is how Enfield and Utterson consider their regular strolls together?  ‘The chief jewel of 
each week.’ 

H What H is Enfield’s description of the night-time incident he witnessed?  ‘Hellish.’ 

E What E is the predicted age of Hyde’s young girl victim?  Eight. 

N What N describes the state of the house with the mysterious door?  Neglected. 

L What L describes the signed cheque which Hyde hands over?  Legitimate. 

N What N is the amount of pounds on the cheque which Hyde hands over?  Ninety. 

T What T is the time at which the incident between Hyde and the girl took place?  Three am. 

D What D is the word used by Enfield to describe Hyde’s appearance?  ‘Detestable.’ 

P What P describes Enfield and Utterson’s agreement never to discuss the incident again?  Pact. 

L Which L describes Utterson’s personality, especially in his relationships with others?  Loyal. 

G In addition to a cheque, what other form of money does Hyde offer to make amends?  Gold. 

S What S is the day on which Enfield and Utterson took their strolls?  Sunday. 

K What K describes the relationship between Enfield and Utterson?  Distant kinsman. 

C What C is how Utterson can appear in his manner towards others?  Cold. 

S 
What S is the word used by Enfield to describe the doctor who arrived on the scene to help the 
girl?  Sawbones. 

 


